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Annapolis, MD (Newsworthy.ai) Wednesday Jul 10, 2024 @ 8:00 AM US/Eastern —

Connects 360 (C360) is excited to unveil its latest innovation: the Political Power Up
omnichannel solution. Designed to empower political candidates in the upcoming Local,
State, and National elections, this revolutionary product aims to enhance engagement
levels, amplify campaign visibility, and drive impactful results.

What Is Political Power Up?

Political Power Up is not just another digital marketing strategy—it’s a MAIL CENTRIC
solution that leverages the full potential of direct mail initiatives while integrating
seamlessly with digital platforms. 

Here’s how it works:

1. Maximizing Impressions: With Political Power Up, a single direct mail piece can
generate 10 to 20 times more impressions across social and online channels. Candidates can
reach a diverse audience, ensuring maximum exposure and engagement.

Cutting-Edge Technologies: Political Power Up utilizes nine innovative technologies to
extend campaign reach. From social media integration to QR codes, we’ve got you covered.

Testimonial: William Brennan, President of Connects 360, says, “Political Power Up
represents a significant leap forward in campaign strategy. It’s a game-changer for
candidates striving for victory.”

Real Impact, Real Results

Case Study: A House candidate in the 2024 election saw firsthand how Political Power Up
transformed their campaign. Amplified messaging, deeper voter connections, and success at
the polls—this solution delivers results.

Empowering Candidates

Connects 360 remains committed to empowering political candidates. The company
understands the complexities of modern campaigning, and Political Power Up is dedicated
to driving innovation and fostering meaningful connections.

Get Started

https://connects360.net/


https://efreepr.com

Ready to experience the power of Political Power Up? Schedule a 15-minute demo and
receive a free Campaign Mail Handbook published by the USPS.

Please visit https://connects360.net/political or contact 240-447-5261.
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